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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is related to the general
field of induction heating of metals, and has particular
utility in the field of galvannealing of continuous strip ma-
terials by induction heating.

Background of the Invention

[0002] It has long been a practice in the metallurgy
industry to employ induction heating means to galvan-
neal continuous strip metals, like strip steel, with other
metal coatings (such as zinc or zinc-alloy) applied as
liquids. The induction heating causes increased bond-
ing into alloy phases between the strip material and the
liquid metal coating. Galvannealed metals have known
advantages over galvanized metals such as better weld-
ing and painting characteristics and improved corrosion
resistance.
[0003] One of the most demanding applications for
galvannealing metal strip by induction heating is heating
a steel strip from about 850 degrees to 1050 degrees
Fahrenheit after the strip has been galvanized through
a zinc bath. This type of strip is used extensively in au-
tomotive body panels, for example.
[0004] In US Patent 3,531,612 an induction heating
coil is described in which each coil is divided into sec-
tions with each section connected to the next by shunt
conductors so as to form a physically continuous coil
connected to a single power supply.
[0005] In US Patent 5,495,094, an induction heating
coil apparatus adapted for use with continuous strip ma-
terials was described. One aspect of that invention was
the configuration of the induction coil section in the ap-
paratus, including the provision of a gap at one end of
the apparatus that permitted strip material to pass into
and out of the coil apparatus without the need for com-
plex door assemblies. Another aspect of the previous
invention was that the coil apparatus could be energized
by separate power supplies to provide opposing cur-
rents in the respective half-turns of each full-turn section
of the apparatus. Reference to U.S. Patent 5,495,094
will give the reader a complete understanding of the ear-
lier apparatus.
[0006] One embodiment of the previous invention can
be used to illustrate the context of the present invention.
Referring to Fig. 1 herein, a perspective view of one coil
apparatus according to the previous invention, it can be
seen that the coil apparatus 10 is a solenoidal structure
comprising two coil sections 12, 14. One section 12
forms a full-turn coil on the upper half of the apparatus;
the other section 14 forms the lower full-turn. The upper
coil section 12 comprises two complementary half-turns
16, 18 and the lower coil section 14 comprises two com-
plementary half-turns 20, 22 to form the full turns of each
section of the apparatus. A first power supply 32 drives

the upper 18 and lower 20 half-turns in the foreground
portion of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1; a second power
supply 34 drives the upper 16 and lower 22 half-turns in
the rear of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1. A first power
supply 32 drives the upper 18 and lower 20 half-turns in
the foreground of Fig. 1; a second power supply 34
drives the upper 16 and lower 22 half-turns in the rear
of the apparatus of Fig. 1.
[0007] In the previous invention, a complex configu-
ration of interconnecting elements was necessary to
make the power supply connections to drive the induc-
tion coil apparatus. The extension portions 24, 26 and
interconnecting conductors 28, 30 were provided to fa-
cilitate connection of the two power supplies to drive the
coil apparatus. In practice, these conductors increase
the complexity of the coil structure; cause higher elec-
trical resistance and resultant power losses, thereby re-
ducing system efficiency; and cause an undesirable re-
active voltage drop, requiring higher voltages to be gen-
erated by the power supplies. The two power supplies
32, 34 are electrically isolated, but must be operated at
equal amplitudes in a 180 degree phase relationship to
provide the current flows shown in Fig. 1 (by pathway
arrows a and b) for proper operation of the coil appara-
tus. The necessity of maintaining the amplitude and
phase relationships of the two power supplies requires
additional control circuitry and system complexity. The
present invention is a modification to both the configu-
ration of the coil apparatus and the provision of power
sources for the purpose of improving the overall system
efficiency while reducing its complexity.
[0008] The simplified interconnecting elements of the
present invention allow for another improvement over
the previous invention. The introduction of flexible mem-
bers in the interconnecting elements makes it possible
to open wide the gap at the opposite end of the coil ap-
paratus for removal of the continuous metal strip. Flex-
ible members in the interconnecting elements also pro-
vide the ability to make the gap separating the shunt
conductors very small during heating. A smaller gap re-
duces inductive voltage drop on the shunt conductors,
minimizes the stray magnetic filed around the gap, and
increases induction heating efficiency.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention provides induction heat-
ing apparatus in accordance with claim 1. The coil ap-
paratus of the induction heating apparatus comprises
two coil sections in which complementary half-turns of
electrical conductors form two full turn solenoids for in-
duction heating the strip material. A gap is provided in
one end of the coil apparatus for the strip material to
pass through edgewise into and out of the coil appara-
tus. The configuration of the coil sections is adapted for
connection to two alternating current power supplies
that connect in series with the coil sections and each
other to ensure uniform phase and amplitude of the pow-
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er applied to the coil apparatus. In a second preferred
embodiment of the invention, the coil sections are
adapted for connection with four power supplies in a se-
ries configuration.
[0010] More particularly, the induction heating appa-
ratus for heating continuous strip material comprises a
solenoidal coil apparatus for induction heating compris-
ing first and second coil sections. Each coil section com-
prises first and second complementary half-turns that
form an effective full-turn coil through which strip mate-
rial may pass. The coil sections are arranged longitudi-
nally separated from each other in the direction of the
path of the strip material through the apparatus. The first
half-turn of the first coil section and the first half-turn of
the second coil section are connected at one end of the
apparatus by a first shunt conductor. The second half-
turn of the first coil section is likewise connected at the
same one end of the apparatus to the second half-turn
of the second coil section by a second shunt conductor.
The shunt conductors are separated from each other by
a variable gap or a fixed gap of sufficient dimension to
permit the strip material to pass into and out of the ap-
paratus through the gap thus formed in said one end of
the apparatus. The apparatus further comprises first
and second alternating current power supplies each
with two terminals for connection to the coil apparatus.
The first power supply is connected at its first terminal
to the first half-turn of the first coil section and at the
other terminal to the second half-turn of the first coil sec-
tion, said connection being made at the end of the ap-
paratus opposite to the end having the shunt conduc-
tors. The connection may be either flexible or rigid. The
second power supply is likewise connected at its first
terminal to the first half-turn of the second coil section
and at the other terminal to the second half-turn of the
second coil section. The connection of the two power
supplies to the coil apparatus forms a series electrical
circuit for current passing through the coil apparatus at
a given instant from the first power supply through the
first half-turn of the first coil section, through a shunt con-
ductor and the first half-turn of the second coil section
into the second power supply, then from the second
power supply into the second half-turn of the second coil
section through a shunt conductor to the second half-
turn of the first coil section and returning to the first pow-
er supply, said current reversing its direction at another
instant corresponding to an opposite cycle of the alter-
nating current power supplies.
[0011] In a second preferred embodiment, a solenoi-
dal coil apparatus for induction heating comprises first
and second coil sections, each coil section comprising
first and second complementary half-turns that form an
effective full-turn coil through which strip material may
pass. The coil sections are arranged longitudinally sep-
arated from each other in the direction of the path of the
strip material through the apparatus, and wherein each
of the half-turns of the respective coil sections is sepa-
rate from each of the other half-turns, being not connect-

ed to any of them. In this embodiment there are four
power supplies, each connected in electrical series with
one half-turn of the respective half-turns of the coil sec-
tions, such that a single half-turn is connected between
each of the power supplies. The connection of the power
supplies to the coil half-turns is from a first power supply
terminal through the first half-turn of the first coil section
to a second power supply, from the second power sup-
ply through the first half-turn of the second coil section
to a third power supply, from the third power supply
through the second half-turn of the second coil section
to the fourth power supply, and from the fourth power
supply through the second half-turn of the first coil sec-
tion back to the first power supply in series.

Description of the Drawings

[0012] For the purpose of illustrating the invention,
there are shown in the drawings forms which are pres-
ently preferred; it being understood however, that this
invention is not limited to the precise arrangements and
instrumentalities shown.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a coil apparatus ac-
cording to the prior art.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a coil apparatus ac-
cording to the present invention.
Fig. 3a is a schematic diagram of the electrical con-
figuration of the coil apparatus of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3b is a schematic diagram of the electrical con-
figuration of the coil apparatus of Fig. 2.
Fig. 4a is a schematic diagram of the electrical cir-
cuit of an induction heating coil powered by a cur-
rent fed inverter power supply.
Fig. 4b is a schematic diagram of the electrical cir-
cuit of an induction heating coil powered by a volt-
age fed inverter power supply.
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of the electrical circuit
of the coil apparatus in Fig. 2.
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of an embodiment of a
strip heating coil apparatus adapted for four power
supplies.
Fig. 7 is a schematic view of the electrical configu-
ration of the coil apparatus of Fig. 6.
Fig. 8 is a schematic view of the electrical circuit of
the coil apparatus in Fig. 6.
Figs. 9a and 9b illustrate a top view of a symmetrical
coil apparatus according to the invention, showing
flexible interconnecting elements allowing closed
and open positions, respectively.
Figs. 10a and 10b illustrate a top view of an asym-
metrical coil apparatus according to the invention,
showing flexible interconnecting elements allowing
closed and open positions.

Description of the Invention

[0013] Referring now to the drawings, in which like ref-
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erence numerals indicate like elements, Fig. 2 illustrates
a form of continuous strip material heating coil appara-
tus 50 according to the present invention. The coil ap-
paratus 50 comprises upper 52 and lower 54 coil sec-
tions that, together, form a two-turn solenoidal coil ap-
paratus for heating continuous strip material. The upper
coil section 52 comprises two complementary half-turns
56, 58 that, in combination, operate as a full-turn of the
solenoidal coil apparatus 50. Likewise, the lower coil
section 54 comprises two complementary half-turns 60,
62. The respective half-turns of both coil sections are
arranged such that they extend transverse to the longi-
tudinal axis of the strip material workpiece (not shown
in the Figure) and on both sides of it.
[0014] The half-turns 56, 58 comprising the upper coil
section 52 are not connected to each other at any point,
nor are the two half-turns 60, 62 in the lower coil section
54 connected together. Rather, as shown in Fig. 2, the
upper half-turn 58 in the foreground of the upper coil
section is connected to the lower half-turn 60 in the fore-
ground of the lower coil section 54 of the apparatus 50
through a shunt conductor 64. Similarly, the upper half-
turn 56 in the rear of the upper coil section 52 (in Fig. 2)
connects to the lower half-turn 62 of the lower section
54 in the rear of the coil apparatus 50 through a shunt
conductor 66. A gap 68 between the respective shunt
conductors 64, 66 permits the movement of continuous
strip material (not shown) into and out of the coil appa-
ratus 50.
[0015] The described configuration establishes cur-
rent flow in the coil apparatus in two paths, which are
connected in series through two power supplies 74, 76.
The current flow at a given instant is shown by the ar-
rows in Fig. 2. Current may flow from the lower 60 to the
upper half-turn 58 on the front of the apparatus through
the shunt conductor 64. This pattern insures that the cur-
rent moves in opposite directions on the front of the ap-
paratus. The same configuration on the rear of the ap-
paratus produces the same result in the upper 56 and
lower 62 half-turns connected by a shunt conductor 66.
It can also be seen in Fig. 2 that the current flows in
opposing directions in the two half turns 56, 58 of the
upper coil section 52. The same is true of the current in
the half-turns 60, 62 of the lower coil section 54. Oppos-
ing current flows in the respective half-turns of each coil
section create longitudinal electro-magnetic fields
through which the strip material workpiece (not shown)
passes. This maximizes and concentrates induced eddy
currents in the workpiece which, in turn, causes efficient
heating.
[0016] The coil apparatus 50 is configured for connec-
tion to power supplies at the end opposite the gap 68.
Each of the four half-turns 56, 58, 60, 62 of the upper
and lower coil sections 52, 54 comprises an extension
conductor 70 ending in a terminal 72 for connection to
one of two power supplies 74, 76. A first power supply
74 is connected to the terminals 72 of the upper coil sec-
tion 52; the second power supply is connected to the

terminals 72 of the lower coil section 54.
[0017] The connection of the power supplies and coil
sections in this manner forms a single series electric cir-
cuit. The connection of the power supplies to the coil
assembly is simplified by the arrangement of the coil el-
ements, extension conductors, and terminals. Power
loss and voltage drop attributable to this connection are
minimized in comparison to the earlier form of coil ap-
paratus described in relation to Fig. 1. There is only one
series circuit, ensuring equal current in all coil segments
and proper phase relationships throughout the appara-
tus because the same current flows in both power sup-
plies and in all coil segments.
[0018] Reference to Figs. 3a and 3b schematically il-
lustrate the difference between the circuit configurations
of the apparatus of Fig. 1 and that of Fig. 2. In Fig. 3a,
the current paths of the power supplies 32, 34 are elec-
trically isolated from each other. Each drives the current
in one half-turn of the respective upper and lower coil
sections. This configuration has the disadvantages of
requiring complex circuits to maintain precise phase and
amplitude control in the two power supplies so that they
energize the coil apparatus correctly.
[0019] The configuration of the present invention pro-
vides a significantly different and advantageous ar-
rangement. In Fig. 3b, which schematically illustrates
the electrical configuration of Fig, 2, the first power sup-
ply 74 drives current (the arrow in the figure) into the
first half-turn 56 of the upper coil section, through the
shunt conductor 66 into the half-turn 62 that connects
to the second power supply 76. The second power sup-
ply 76 drives current through the other two half-turns 60,
58 and back to the first power supply 74. The power sup-
plies are in series connection to one another, with the
coil half-turns all in series connection too. A major ad-
vantage of this configuration is that series connection of
the power supplies and the coil elements guarantees
that the current in all of the coil elements will be equal
and of the correct phase. The same current flows in all
of the power supplies and in all coil segments in a series
circuit.
[0020] The induction heating power supplies 74, 76
include load resonating capacitors which, when con-
nected to the present induction coil apparatus (Fig. 2),
form a series resonant circuit. The natural frequency of
this circuit is established by the formula:

The power supplies must be capable of operation when
series-connected with others. This means that all of the
power supplies are synchronized to each other and to
the series resonant circuit current. There are two basic
inverter circuit configurations commonly used for induc-
tion heating power supplies. They are referred to here
as current fed and voltage fed. Both configurations can
be series connected and can be used in the described

F = 1/2π LC
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embodiments.
[0021] The current fed and voltage fed power supply
configurations are illustrated in Figs. 4a and 4b respec-
tively. The output of the current fed inverter 80 is con-
nected across a capacitor 82 that, along with the induc-
tion heating coil 84, forms a resonant circuit. The capac-
itor 82 is commonly divided into two equal series sec-
tions with the connection to the midpoint connected to
an electrical ground, as illustrated in Figure 4a. The out-
put of the voltage fed inverter 86 is connected to an iso-
lation transformer 88 having a secondary winding 90
that commonly has a center tap connection to ground.
As illustrated in Figure 4b, the secondary winding 90 of
the transformer 88 is connected in series with the circuit
consisting of the capacitors 92, 94 and induction heating
coil 96 that form a resonant circuit.
[0022] One of the power supplies connected to an in-
duction coil apparatus as disclosed herein should be
connected to electrical ground to minimize the voltage
on all coil sections, interconnections, and power supply
connections. This is an important feature where the in-
duction heating coil apparatus is used in an environment
where arcing or corona would present a hazard. Figure
5 is the electrical schematic of the first arrangement
shown in Figure 2 where the power supplies are of the
voltage fed inverter configuration.
[0023] Another preferred embodiment of the invention
is illustrated in Fig. 6. This coil apparatus 100 comprises
two coil sections 102, 103 having complementary half-
turns 104, 106, 108, 110 in a solenoidal configuration
for heating continuous strip material (not shown). At a
first end of the apparatus, extension portions 112 lead
to terminals 114 to which two power supplies 116, 118
are connected. In contrast to the previously described
embodiment of Fig. 3, the opposite end of the apparatus
does not have shunt conductors connecting the upper
102 and lower 103 coil sections. Instead, the configura-
tion of Fig. 6 enables the connection of two more power
supplies 120, 122 to the apparatus.
[0024] At the end of each of the four respective half-
turns 104, 106, 108, 110 of the apparatus, extension
conductors 124 lead to terminals 126 that are connected
to the power supplies 120, 122. In the described embod-
iment, the extension conductors 124 are arranged in a
right angle perpendicular to the plane of the strip mate-
rial workpiece (not shown) that moves through the coil
apparatus. This arrangement provides a longitudinal
gap 125 between pairs of extension conductors. The
strip material (not shown) is positioned in and removed
from the coil apparatus edgewise through the gap 125.
Other arrangements of these extension conductors are
possible. The configuration of the extension conductors
124 and terminals 126 at the second end of the appa-
ratus is such that each of the power supplies 120, 122
is connected to one half-turn of the upper coil section
102 and the adjacent half-turn of the lower coil section
103.
[0025] In this embodiment of the invention, the total

voltage applied to the induction heating coil apparatus
is approximately four times the output voltage of each
power supply, and the total power delivered to the coil
is four times the output of each power supply. The ability
to deliver this higher voltage and higher power is espe-
cially important when heating very wide metal strip. In
this case, the larger coil opening required to accommo-
date the wide strip results in higher coil inductance and
thus requires higher coil voltage.
[0026] The resulting electrical configuration of the ap-
paratus of Fig. 6 is another series-connected arrange-
ment of power supplies and coil elements. Referring to
Fig. 7, the configuration is schematically illustrated
showing the four power supplies and the two coil sec-
tions. At a given instant of time, current in the apparatus
is driven from the first power supply 116, through one
half-turn 104 of the upper coil section 102, into a second
power supply 122, through one half-turn 110 of the lower
coil section 103, into a third power supply 118, through
the other half-turn 108 of the lower coil section 103, into
the fourth power supply 120, then through the other half-
turn 106 of the upper coil section 102 and back to the
first power supply 116. On the next cycle of the four al-
ternating current power supplies, the current flow direc-
tion reverses but continues to be in series through each
of the half-turns of the coil apparatus and the power sup-
plies.
[0027] The power supplies employed in the embodi-
ment of the invention shown in Figures 6 and 7 are cur-
rent fed inverter supplies. The current fed inverter power
supply was described above and illustrated in Fig. 4a.
Figure 8 is the electrical schematic of the second coil
apparatus arrangement as shown in Figs. 6 and 7,
where the power supplies shown are current fed invert-
ers. As in the previously described embodiment of the
invention, at least one of the power supplies should be
connected to electrical ground to minimize the voltage
on all coil sections, interconnections and power supply
connections.
[0028] Figs. 9a and 9b illustrate the use of flexible in-
terconnecting members 170 between the power sup-
plies 74 and 76 and coil half turns 56, 62, 58, and 60.
Fig. 9a shows the coil apparatus and strip 78 in the heat-
ing position, with the shunt conductors 64 and 66 close
to each other. This configuration improves coil perform-
ance by decreasing inductive voltage drop on the shunt
conductors 64 and 66 and minimizes stray magnetic
field around the gap 68. Fig. 9b illustrates the coil appa-
ratus with interconnecting members 170 flexed to pro-
vide a wide gap 68 between the shunt conductors 64
and 66. In this position, the metallic strip 78 can easily
pass through the gap 68 to move it into and remove it
from the heating position within the coil apparatus.
[0029] Another arrangement, illustrating the use of a
flexible electrically conductive joint 200 between the in-
terconnecting members 70, is shown in Figs. 10a and
10b. The coil apparatus shown is asymmetrical with a
flexible joint 200 provided in the interconnecting mem-
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bers 70 of only one half of the coil apparatus. Fig. 10a
illustrates the coil apparatus and strip 78 in the closed,
heating position. Fig. 10b illustrates the coil apparatus
with the flexible joint 200 in the interconnecting elements
70 being opened to allow one half of the coil to be moved
to provide a wide gap 68 between the shunt conductors
64 and 66. With the interconnecting elements 70 in this
position, the strip 78 can easily be inserted into or with-
drawn from the heating position in the coil.
[0030] The present invention may be embodied in oth-
er specific forms without departing from the spirit or es-
sential attributes thereof and, accordingly, reference
should be made to the appended claims, rather than to
the foregoing specification, as indicating the scope of
the invention.

Claims

1. An induction heating apparatus for heating contin-
uous strip material comprising a solenoidal coil ap-
paratus (50) and a plurality of alternating current
power supplies for induction heating, each of the
power supplies having two terminals for connection
to the coil apparatus, the coil apparatus comprising
first and second coil sections, characterised by,

each of the first and second coil sections com-
prising first (56, 58) and second (62, 60) comple-
mentary half-turns that form an effective full-turn
coil through which strip material may pass, wherein
the coil sections are arranged longitudinally sepa-
rated from each other in the direction of the path of
the strip material through the apparatus, the first
half-turn (56) of the first coil section and the first
half-tum (62) of the second coil section being con-
nected at one end of the apparatus by a first shunt
conductor (66), the second half-turn (58) of the first
coil section being likewise connected at the same
one end of the apparatus to the second half-turn
(60) of the second coil section by a second shunt
conductor (64), said shunt conductors being sepa-
rated from each other by a gap (68) of sufficient di-
mension to permit the strip material to be positioned
in and removed from the apparatus edgewise
through the gap thus formed in said one end of the
apparatus; and

the plurality of alternating current power sup-
plies comprising a first power supply (74) and a sec-
ond power supply (76), the first power supply (74)
being connected at its first terminal to the first half-
turn (56) of the first coil section and at the other ter-
minal to the second half-turn (58) of the first coil sec-
tion, said connection being made at the end of the
apparatus opposite to the end having the shunt con-
ductors, said second power supply (76) likewise be-
ing connected at its first terminal to the first half-turn
(62) of the second coil section and at the other ter-
minal to the second half-turn (60) of the second coil

section, said connection of the first and second
power supplies to the coil apparatus forming a se-
ries electrical circuit for current passing through the
coil apparatus at a given instant from the first power
supply through the first half-turn of the first coil sec-
tion, through a shunt conductor and the first half-
turn of the second coil section into the second pow-
er supply, then from the second power supply into
the second half-turn of the second coil section
through a shunt conductor to the second half-turn
of the first coil section and returning to the first pow-
er supply, said current reversing its direction at an-
other instant corresponding to an opposite cycle of
the alternating current power supplies.

2. The induction heating apparatus of claim 1,wherein
the connection between the power supplies and the
coil turns comprises at least one electrically con-
ductive flexible element.

3. The induction heating apparatus of claim 2, wherein
the connection between the power supplies and the
coil turns includes an electrically flexible joint.

Patentansprüche

1. induktionsheizvorrichtung zum Erwärmen von
strangförmigem Bandmaterial, umfassend eine So-
lenoidspulenvorrichtung (50) und eine Mehrzahl
von Wechselstrom-Stromversorgungen zum Induk-
tionsheizen, wobei jede der Stromversorgungen
zwei Anschlüsse zum verbinden mit der Spulenvor-
richtung aufweist, wobei die Spulenvorrichtung ei-
nen ersten und einen zweiten Spulenabschnitt um-
fasst, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

jeder von dem ersten und dem zweiten Spu-
lenabschnitt eine erste (56, 58) und eine zweite (62,
60) komplementäre Halbwindung umfasst, die eine
effektive Vollwindungsspule bilden, durch welche
Bandmaterial hindurchtreten kann, wobei die spu-
lenabschnitte in Richtung des Pfades des Bandma-
terials durch die Vorrichtung der Länge nach von-
einander getrennt angeordnet sind, wobei die erste
Halbwindung (56) des ersten Spulenabschnitts und
die erste Halbwindung (62) des zweiten Spulenab-
schnitts an einem Ende der Vorrichtung durch einen
ersten Nebenschlussleiter (66) verbunden sind,
wobei die zweite Halbwindung (58) des ersten Spu-
lenabschnitts ebenso an demselben einen Ende
der Vorrichtung durch einen zweiten Nebenschlus-
sleiter (64) mit der zweiten Halbwindung (60) des
zweiten Spulenabschnitts verbunden ist, wobei die
Nebenschlussleiter durch einen Spalt (68) von aus-
reichender Größe voneinander getrennt sind, um
es zu gestatten, das Bandmaterial hochkant durch
den so in dem einen Ende der Vorrichtung gebilde-
ten Spalt in der Vorrichtung anzuordnen und aus
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dieser zu entfernen; und
die Mehrzahl von Wechselstrom-Stromver-

sorgungen eine erste Stromversorgung (74) und ei-
ne zweite Stromversorgung (76) umfasst, wobei die
erste Stromversorgung (74) an ihrem ersten An-
schluss mit der ersten Halbwindung (56) des ersten
Spulenabschnitts und am anderen Anschluss mit
der zweiten Halbwindung (58) des ersten Spulen-
abschnitts verbunden ist, wobei die Verbindung an
dem Ende der Vorrichtung hergestellt ist, das zu
dem Ende mit den Nebenschlussleitern entgegen-
gesetzt ist, wobei die zweite Stromversorgung (76)
ebenso an ihrem ersten Anschluss mit der ersten
Halbwindung (62) des zweiten Spulenabschnitts
und am anderen Anschluss mit der zweiten Halb-
windung (60) des zweiten Spulenabschnitts ver-
bunden ist, wobei die Verbindung der ersten und
der zweiten Stromversorgung mit der Spulenvor-
richtung eine elektrische Reihenschaltung für in ei-
nem gegebenen Augenblick aus der ersten Strom-
versorgung durch die erste Halbwindung des ersten
Spulenabschnitts, durch einen Nebenschlussleiter
und die erste Halbwindung des zweiten Spulenab-
schnitts in die zweite stromversorgung, dann aus
der zweiten Stromversorgung in die zweite Halb-
windung des zweiten Spulenabschnitts, durch ei-
nen Nebenschlussleiter zur zweiten Halbwindung
des ersten Spulenabschnitts und zurück zur ersten
Stromversorgung durch die Spulenvorrichtung flie-
ßenden Strom bildet, wobei der Strom in einem an-
deren Augenblick, der einer entgegengesetzten
Periode der Wechselstrom-Stromversorgungen
entspricht, seine Richtung umkehrt.

2. Induktionsheizvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, bei der
die Verbindung zwischen den Stromversorgungen
und den Spulenwindungen mindestens ein elek-
trisch leitendes flexibles Element umfasst.

3. Induktionsheizvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, bei der
die Verbindung zwischen den Stromversorgungen
und den Spulenwindungen ein elektrisch flexibles
Gelenk enthält.

Revendications

1. Appareil de chauffage par induction destiné à
chauffer un matériau en bande continu comprenant
une bobine solénoïdale (50) et une pluralité d'ali-
mentations en courant alternatif pour le chauffage
par induction, chacune des alimentations ayant
deux bornes pour le raccordement à la bobine, la
bobine comprenant des première et seconde sec-
tions de bobine,
caractérisé en ce que
chacune des première et seconde sections de bo-
bine comprend des premiers (56, 58) et seconds

(62, 60) demi-tours complémentaires qui forment
une bobine à tour complet efficace à travers laquelle
le matériau en bande peut passer, dans lequel les
sections de bobine sont agencées longitudinale-
ment de manière espacée l'une de l'autre dans la
direction du chemin du matériau en bande à travers
l'appareil, le premier demi-tour (56) de la première
section de bobine et le premier demi-tour (62) de la
seconde section de bobine étant raccordés à une
extrémité de l'appareil par un premier conducteur
de dérivation (66), le second demi-tour (58) de la
première section de bobine étant également raccor-
dé au niveau de la même extrémité de l'appareil au
second demi-tour (60) de la seconde section de bo-
bine par un second conducteur de dérivation (64),
lesdits conducteurs de dérivation étant séparés l'un
de l'autre par un espace (68) de dimension suffisan-
te pour permettre au matériau en bande d'être po-
sitionné dans l'appareil et d'en être retiré dans le
sens de la bordure à travers l'espace ainsi formé
dans ladite extrémité de l'appareil ; et
la pluralité d'alimentations en courant alternatif
comprennent une première alimentation (74) et une
seconde, alimentation (76), la première alimenta-
tion (74) étant raccordée au niveau de sa première
borne au premier demi-tour (56) de la première sec-
tion de bobine et au niveau de l'autre borne au se-
cond demi-tour (58) de la première section de bo-
bine, ledit raccordement étant effectué au niveau
de l'extrémité de l'appareil opposée à l'extrémité
ayant les conducteurs de dérivation, ladite seconde
alimentation (76) étant également raccordée au ni-
veau de sa première borne au premier demi-tour
(62) de la seconde section de bobine et au niveau
de l'autre borne au second demi-tour (60) de la se-
conde section de bobine, ledit raccordement des
première et seconde alimentations à la bobine for-
mant un circuit électrique en série pour que le cou-
rant passe à travers la bobine à un instant donné
depuis la première alimentation à travers le premier
demi-tour de la première section de bobine, à tra-
vers un conducteur de dérivation et le premier demi-
tour de la seconde section de bobine dans la se-
conde alimentation, puis depuis la seconde alimen-
tation dans le second demi-tour de la seconde sec-
tion de bobine à travers un conducteur de dérivation
vers le second demi-tour de la première section de
bobine et retourne vers la première alimentation, le-
dit courant inversant sa direction à un autre instant
correspondant à un cycle opposé des alimentations
en courant alternatif.

2. Appareil de chauffage par induction selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel le raccordement entre les
alimentations et les tours de bobine comprend au
moins un élément flexible électriquement conduc-
teur.
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3. Appareil de chauffage par induction selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel le raccordement entre les
alimentations et les tours de bobine comprend au
moins un joint flexible électriquement conducteur.
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